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NEWS COMMENT and ANALYSIS on SPINOUTS from UK HEIs  

REF2014 (Research Excellence Framework) 

REF2014 is the successor to the previous assessment, the  
Research Assessment Exercise (RAE), last conducted in 2008.  
Significant improvement was found in the quality of research 
since the 2008 assessment.  On average across all submissions, 
22% of outputs were judged world-leading (4*), up from 14% in 
2008, and a further 50% were judged internationally excellent 
(3*), up from 37%. 

Of particular interest to readers of Spinouts UK, the assessment 
provided for the first time evidence of the impact of research, 
counting for 20% of the overall assessment.  ‘Impact’ is defined 
by REF as any effect on, change or benefit to the economy, 
society, culture, public policy or services, health, the environ-
ment or quality of life, beyond academia.  On average across all 
submissions, 44% of impacts were judged outstanding (4*) and a 
further 40% were judged very considerable (3*). 

Universities will be studying the results carefully to see how they 
compare with each other.  One example is the University of 
Strathclyde, which has found that its Physics department has 
performed better than any other in the UK (see report on 
Cascade Technologies exit, p4).  Taking 4* and 3* results 
together, just two university departments scored 100% overall:  
Bristol’s Sport and Exercise Sciences, and Leeds’ Electrical & 

Electronic Engineering.  However, taking the Impact results 
alone, of the 6,975 submissions almost one in ten (674 submis-
sions) scored 100% at 4* and 3* level. 

Commercialisation activities comprise just part of the Impact 
results, but it is encouraging to see this aspect of university work 
receiving more attention.  Although we have reported a steady 
decline in the number of spinouts created by UK universities 
across the past few years, there is no doubt that interest in this 
form of commercialisation remains high, with investors such as 
Parkwalk Advisors and Mercia Technologies, recently admitted 
to AIM (see p6), making a strong case for the value of the 
companies in which they invest. 

As we have commented frequently in the past, the invention is 
only the starting point for the application of university research 
to the needs of society, with implementation being the crucial 
element for success.  The article by Winning Pitch on p10 
explores some of the issues arising in scaling up a business.  It is 
therefore welcome to see innovation from the university sector 
itself in improving the commercialisation process, one example 
being the iCURE project at SETsquared (see p5). 

 

-   Jonathan Harris, Editor 

After three years of preparation, submission, and assessment, the results of 

REF2014 were announced in December, and give a resounding accolade to the 

standard of research conducted at UK universities. 
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ImiTec 

ImiTec (www.imitec.co.uk), a spinout from the University of 
Bristol, uses unmanned aerial systems (drones) to provide 
radiation contamination mapping solutions for the nuclear 
industry. 

The company’s origins lie in the response of its founders, Dr 
James MacFarlane and Dr Oliver Payton, to the way in which 
manned helicopters were used immediately after the Fukushima 
disaster three years ago, when an alternative which did not put 
human lives at risk could be developed.   

The team developed an Advanced Airborne Radiation Monitor, 
to provide high resolution radiological contamination intensity 
maps for the nuclear industry.  Using small, lightweight un-
manned aerial systems, the intensity and identity of radiological 
contamination is transmitted back to the user in real time.  The 
device was tested over six months in 2013, in various weather 
conditions including rain, snow and high winds, at radioactively 
contaminated sites in southwest Romania as well as a naturally 
occurring anomaly site in Cornwall. 

Dr MacFarlane was a joint winner of the Royal Academy of 
Engineering’s ERA Foundation Entrepreneurs Award 2014 for 
ImiTec. 

According to ImiTec, under the current business model the 
aerial platforms are leased to customers, with ongoing support 
provided through service contracts, maintaining the aerial 
platforms, and training of personnel in the operation of the 
equipment.  ImiTec’s long term vision is to establish itself as the 
major supplier of this service to the nuclear industry, a current 
gap in the market.  

Dr MacFarlane was a joint winner of the Royal Academy of 
Engineering’s ERA Foundation Entrepreneurs Award 2014 for 
ImiTec. 

The company is currently based at the HH Wills Physics Labora-
tory in the University of Bristol. 

 

Oxbotica 

Oxbotica (www.oxbotica.com), a spinout from Oxford University’s 
Department of Engineering Science and Isis Innovation, will 
target new opportunities in robotics and autonomous systems. 

The company has been founded by Professor Ingmar Posner and 
Professor Paul Newman, leaders of the Oxford Mobile Robotics 
Group (MRG) (mrg.robots.ox.ac.uk).  Current MRG projects 
include robotic survey systems for roads and railways, low-speed 
driverless pods for urban transport, a robot electric car, and 
robotic rovers for use on Mars. 

Professor Ingmar Posner said “We believe that Oxford  
University’s robotics expertise can transform a wide spectrum  
of application domains.  Our intended markets range from 
devices that survey our roads, buildings and chemical plants to 
autonomous systems for warehouse logistics and, of course, 
autonomous driving.” 

Professor Newman added “Transport remains an important 
application for robotic technology but we are thinking bigger 
than any single application.  In collaboration with partners, we 
can help to realise the Government’s vision of robotics as one of 
the UK’s ‘Eight Great Technologies’.” 

The company will be led by Dr Graeme Smith, an automotive 
engineering executive with extensive experience in developing 
autonomous vehicle technology.  He said “Oxbotica will manage 
and expand the extensive and rapidly growing intellectual 
property portfolio created by MRG to realise the tremendous 
market potential of robotics and autonomous systems in the UK 
and globally.” 

 

Reminova 

Reminova (www.reminova.com), a spinout company from King’s 
College London, aims to take the pain out of tooth decay 
treatment by electrically reversing the process to help teeth 
‘remineralise’.  

The technique, known as Electrically Accelerated and Enhanced 
Remineralisation (EAER), could be brought to market within 
three years. 

Tooth decay normally develops in several stages, starting as  
a microscopic defect where minerals leach out of a tooth. 
Minerals continue to move in and out of the tooth in a natural 
cycle, but when too much mineral is lost, the enamel is under-
mined and the tooth is said to have developed a caries lesion 
(which can later become a physical cavity).  

The two-step method developed by Reminova accelerates the 
natural process by which calcium and phosphate minerals re-
enter the tooth to repair a defect.  The method firstly prepares 
the damaged part of the enamel outer layer of the tooth, then 
uses a tiny electric current to ‘push’ minerals into the tooth to 
repair the damaged site.  The defect is remineralised in a 
painless process that requires no drills, no injections and no 
filling materials.  Electric currents are already used by dentists to 
check the pulp or nerve of a tooth; the new device uses a far 
smaller current than that currently used on patients and which 
cannot be felt by the patient. 

The company is the first spinout from the King’s College 
London Dental Innovation and Translation Centre which was 

New spinouts 
The following companies are all new this quarter to the Spinouts UK online data-

base of spinouts and start-ups. 
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PCIP 

PCIP Ltd, a spinout from the University of Bristol, was set up to 
commercialise the ice pigging process (www.ice-pigging.com) 
invented and developed by Joe Quarini, Professor of Process 
Engineering in the Department of Mechanical Engineering at 
the University.  The technology differs from conventional 
pipeline cleaning methods by using slush ice to clean pipe walls 
without the use of disinfecting chemicals, with little risk, and 
with much improved effectiveness. 

The process has wide-reaching applications in the water 
industry, food and beverage industry, energy, oil and gas sectors, 
and has potential across a variety of applications where pipes are 
used. 

On 1st December PCIP was acquired by Bristol-based water 
management specialists, Aqualogy Environment Limited for  
an undisclosed sum.  Aqualogy UK has been a licensed user of 
ice pigging for more than five years and have successfully 
introduced a commercial service in the water industry in many 
parts of the world. 

launched in January 2013.  This centre was formed to take 
research and novel technologies and turn them into products, 
change practice and inform policy which will improve health 
and healthcare internationally. 

Reminova will be based in Perth, Scotland, and will commercial-
ise the work of Professor Nigel Pitts and Dr Chris Longbottom, 
based in the Dental Institute at King’s College London.  With a 
combined 80 years’ experience in dentistry they have previously 
brought dental devices to market to detect tooth decay.  The 
company was formed in collaboration with Innova Partnerships, 
who commercialise healthcare and life science enterprises. 

The company is currently seeking private investment to develop 
its remineralisation device. 

 

SimOmics 

SimOmics (www.simomics.com) is a University of York spinout 
business which has developed a series of tools to support the 
development of computer-based simulations to support decision 
making. 

SimOmics Evidence is a software platform that allows users to link 
primary data sources to simulations and ultimately, to decisions.  
SimOmics Evidence uses database technology combined with a 
web interface to explore relationships between data and simula-
tions.  Critically, SimOmics Evidence allows users to appreciate 
the rationale for why certain data have been used and it provides 
structured, diagrammatic arguments to underpin predicted 
outcomes.  

In life sciences, the software can help drug developers predict 
the effects of new drugs on autoimmune diseases, such as 
rheumatoid arthritis, Type 1 diabetes, and multiple sclerosis. 

SimOmics is the result of eight years of collaborative research  
by the University of York and the Torrey Pines Institute for 
Molecular Studies (TPIMS) in the USA. 

Recently the company won its first major contract as part of a 
consortium led by York’s Centre for Immunology and Infection 
(CII).  The consortium has successfully secured a £1 million 
award to create a computer-based ‘virtual laboratory’ to aid the 
search for new treatments for leishmaniasis, a worldwide para-
sitic disease associated with poverty.  The funding is part of the 
Crack IT Challenges programme at the UK’s National Centre 
for the Replacement, Refinement and Reduction of Animals in 
Research (NC3Rs).  Use of SimOmics technology is expected to 
significantly reduce the number of rodents needed in the pre-
clinical stages of drug and vaccine development.  

 

Cambridge Simulation Solutions 

Cambridge Simulation, a spinout company from the Depart-
ment of Chemical Engineering and Biotechnology at the  
University of Cambridge, has been formed to exploit the  
technology developed by Dr Vassilios Vassiliadis, a Senior 
Lecturer at the Department.  Dr. Vassiliadis has developed a 
method to simulate and control complex chemical processes. 

Frontier IP has entered into an agreement with Cambridge 
Simulation in which it provides advisory and business develop-
ment services in return for which it has received a 40% equity 
stake in the new spinout.  Frontier IP's role will be to support 
the licensing and commercialisation of this technology, which 
potentially has a wide range of commercial applications in 
industry, including the food and pharmaceutical sectors. 

Dr Vassiliadis, said, "The aim of Cambridge Simulation is to 
produce a rapid integrator engine suitable for a range of applica-
tions and industries, including chemical engineering, biotech-
nology, biomedical, pharmaceuticals, aerospace and microelec-
tronics.  I'm delighted to be entering into this collaboration with 
Frontier IP." 

Recent exits 

Only one IPO to report this quarter, although trade sales remain at a steady level.  

Details of these transactions are summarised in the table on page 8. 
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Aqualogy (www.aqualogyuk.com) is the global technology and 
solutions division of Agbar, a global water, waste water, and 
environmental management company. 

Professor Quarini said “We are very pleased to have sold the 
technology to Aqualogy as they, with their many years of 
experience of successfully using the technology, are uniquely 
placed to further develop, adapt and customise the technology 
to other industry and market sectors.” 

 

Serascience 

Abingdon Health, the specialist rapid diagnostic technology 
company, has completed the acquisition of Serascience Limited. 

Serascience (www.serascience.com) was formed in April 2011 
through the joint venture between Abingdon Health and the 
University of Birmingham, Bioscience Ventures Limited 
(BSVL), which develops early stage diagnostics opportunities to 
the point at which they can be licensed, acquired, or sold as a 
service.  Serascience licensed a portfolio of monoclonal anti-
bodies from the University of Birmingham that include those 
which are specific for aiding the diagnosis of myeloma and 
related conditions.  Its first product to market will be Seralite®, 
a near patient diagnostic device for multiple myeloma, now 
undergoing beta-trials.   

Dr James Wilkie, CEO of the University of Birmingham’s 
technology transfer company, Alta Innovations, and newly 
appointed director to the board of Abingdon Health, said “The 
acquisition of Serascience by Abingdon Health is a mark of how 
far the technology has advanced commercially under Bioscience 
Ventures’ management.  It’s a great example of one of the many 
contributions the University of Birmingham is making to 
accelerate the adoption of early stage medical devices, diagnos-
tics and therapeutics.  We’re delighted to be supporting 
Abingdon Health on its ongoing journey to tackle the important 
field of rapid diagnostics, to improve patient care.” 

 

Cambridge Semiconductor 

CamSemi (www.camsemi.com) is a fabless power management IC 
company involved in the design and manufacture of AC/DC 
power converter chips for consumer electronic devices such as 
mobile phones.  It helps customers find faster, lower cost and 
easier ways to design and manufacture more energy-efficient 
power conversion products.  It has operations in Cambridge, 
China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Korea.  

On January 1, 2015 CamSemi was acquired by Power Integra-
tions Inc, a Silicon Valley-based supplier of high-performance 
electronic components used in high-voltage power-conversion 
systems.  The financial terms of the transaction were not 
disclosed. 

In a statement prepared for Business Weekly, Peter Rogerson  
of Power Integrations said “We acquired Cambridge Semi-
conductor primarily for its excellent engineering talent and we 

intend to maintain the Cambridge presence as a strategic R & D 
centre. 

“The operations function located in Hong Kong will transition 
to our Singapore location.” 

Camsemi was spun out of Cambridge University in August 
2000 with seed capital from the Cambridge University Chal-
lenge Fund, to commercialise research conducted by Professor 
Gehan Amarantunga and his team in the engineering depart-
ment. 

In 2002, CamSemi raised $6.1 million in a Series A funding 
round led by 3i.  The company raised a further $34m in 2008.  
Investors include besides 3i (whose venture portfolio was 
acquired by DFJ Esprit in 2009) Scottish Equity Partners, 
Carbon Trust, and Cambridge-based TTP Venture Fund (now 
closed to new investments, having invested in ten companies 
including CamSemi). 

 

C4X Discovery 

C4X Discovery (www.c4xdiscovery.com), a spinout from the 
University of Manchester, commenced trading  on the AIM 
market of the London Stock Exchange on 23rd October. 

Manchester-based C4XD is a developer of new technologies to 
improve the drug discovery process for novel small molecule 
therapies.  It is using these new technologies to collaborate with 
pharmaceutical and major biotech companies on novel drug 
programmes and, separately, to develop its own proprietary 
pipeline of drug candidates.  C4XD's rational drug design 
software suite enables users to see the shapes of small molecules 
in a new level of detail and sophistication. This improved 
understanding of the three dimensional structures of drugs, and 
how they bind with target proteins, enables medicinal chemists 
to pursue rational design of new drugs. 

C4X raised £11 million (before expenses) by placing 11 million 
ordinary shares with institutional and other investors.  The 
company’s market capitalisation on admission, based on the 
placing price, is approximately £31 million. 

Funds raised will principally be used to progress two of C4XD's 
programmes through to clinical trials, towards generating Proof 
of Concept in man, as well as continuing to apply its technology 
to other high-value areas with high unmet medical need. 

 

Cascade Technologies 

Cascade Technologies (www.cascade-technologies.com) originated 
in the University of Strathclyde’s Department of Physics.  In the 
University’s largest spinout company sale, Cascade has been 
acquired by Emerson, a US headquartered global manufacturing 
and technology company with a $40bn market cap. 

The acquisition was for an undisclosed cash consideration. 

In the Research Excellence Framework 2014 results published 
in December, Strathclyde’s Department of Physics was ranked as 
the No.1 in the UK, achieving 4* (world leading) or 3* 
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(internationally excellent) in 96% of the work submitted, 
beating Oxford, Cambridge and Imperial College.   

Cascade’s Quantum Cascade Laser (QCL) technology measures 
multiple gases simultaneously, helping companies improve 
industrial emissions monitoring, production efficiencies and 
environmental compliance.  The applications for the technology 
are numerous and include process optimisation in the petro-
chemical and natural gas industries, leak detection for pharma-
ceutical, food and aerosol packaging, research and development 
in automotive engine test, continuous emissions monitoring in 
marine and power generation, and virtually any application that 
has gas by-products. 

Emerson is expanding its analytical measurement capabilities by 
adding QCL to its Rosemount Analytical® gas analysis portfo-
lio. 

Stirling-based Cascade originated in the work of the principal 
academics Professor Geoff Duxbury and Dr Nigel Langford and 
research student Erwan Normand. 

Dr David McBeth, Director of Research & Knowledge  
Exchange Services at Strathclyde, said “Cascade was the first 
exemplar of a student-led technology spin-out from Strathclyde 
and helped validate the models that have gained national 
recognition via our Strathclyde Entrepreneurial Network.  The 
Network was one of the key factors in our recognition as Times 
Higher Entrepreneurial University of the Year 2013/2014.” 

Strathclyde has formed more than 50 spinout companies, of 
which around 40 are still trading, making sales of £80 million 
per annum and employing around 800 people.  An independent 
study by BiGGAR Economics shows that the University’s 

research collaborations will contribute nearly £1.4 billion to the 
Scottish economy over the next 10 years. 

Cascade Technologies was incorporated in January 2003.  Its 
first investors were angel groups including Braveheart, which 
invested in 2006 and in 2008.  Panoramic Growth Equity 
invested £1.7m in May 2011, and became the company’s largest 
shareholder, leading two funding rounds into the company 
totalling £2.2m and securing a 35% stake.   

 

8over8 

On 5th January AVEVA announced that it had acquired 8over8 
(www.8over8.com), for a consideration reported to be £27 
million.  

8over8, a spinout from the University of Ulster, is head-
quartered in Derry, Northern Ireland, with offices in Europe, 
North America, Australia and the Middle East.  8over8 provides 
contractual risk management solutions to owner operators of 
large capital projects in the oil & gas and mining sectors.   
Its flagship product ProCon enhances control of commercial 
engagement, enables connected-decision making, and ensures 
predictable outcomes by providing a commercial firewall against 
cost overruns and claims.  The company has built a blue-chip 
customer base, with 100 per cent retention. 

The acquisition provides the software platform for Cambridge–
based AVEVA to address the current global need for increased 
project control, capital discipline, minimising project overruns, 
and delivering improved efficiency in operations.  

iCURE project:  

a new approach to rapid commercialisation  
iCURE, which stands for ‘Innovation and Commercialisation of University  

Research’, aims to bridge the ‘valley of death’ identified by the House of Commons 

Science and Technology Select Committee  

The project was inspired by Innovate UK’s review of a similar 
programme operated by the US National Science Foundation, 
and is funded by a £2.8 million HEFCE cash injection and 
£400,000 from Innovate UK. 

iCURE will see HEFCE, Innovate UK, and university enterprise 
partnership SETsquared work together on a pilot to tackle these 
issues and help accelerate research being successfully commer-
cialised and spin out new high-potential companies. 

The SETsquared partnership between the universities of Bath, 
Bristol, Exeter, Southampton, and Surrey specialises in growing 
high tech start-ups through its incubation programme and other 
acceleration services. 

Under the iCURE programme, early-stage researchers at the five 
SETsquared universities will be given tailored training, mentor-
ing and funds to speed up the commercialisation of their ideas, 
technologies and products.   

The programme will work as follows: 

 Individual universities will put forward key research out-
puts that may have the potential for commercialisation. 

 These prospects will be filtered to identify which are of 
sufficient interest to progress. 

 For each successful prospect, an entrepreneurial team 
will be assembled, comprising the original researcher, an 
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Investor news 

entrepreneurial lead (a recent graduate), and a mentor 
(supplying skills such as market knowledge, commerciali-
sation expertise). 

 The team will be provided with entrepreneurial training 
and support for a hypothesis-driven business model dis-
covery process. Funding is provided for time and travel 
to explore the market opportunities and develop and 
check ideas.  During this stage the commercial potential 
of the prospect will be validated. 

 Each prospect will be developed by the entrepreneurial 
team to a stage where a business proposition can be  
delivered in a standard format (such as business model 
canvas).  The prospects will then be submitted to a com-
petitive review process, and those with the greatest poten-
tial will create a new spinout business. 

 Other proposals may be taken forward in different ways 
(for instance through IP licensing). 

 

Once completed the pilot will be reviewed and (with further 
development if necessary) considered for wider implementation 
across the UK. 

Don Spalinger, board member of SETsquared and director of 
Research and Innovation Services at the University of South-
ampton, said that iCURE could see university research being 
commercialised faster than ever before, something that is vital 
for universities.  He added “Particularly in the field of technol-
ogy, where everything evolves so fast, getting a product to  
market quickly can make the difference between creating a  
successful business and falling behind.  The flexibility of this 
programme and the way it is run will allow researchers to assess 
their markets much faster, meaning they can potentially seek 
investment or sell their ideas within just a few months.” 

The programme will also benefit teams that do not move to 
spinout.  Don Spalinger again: “We do not expect that every 
team going through the programme will result in a spinout op-
portunity.  The successful output for some teams will be the 
licensing of the technology or product idea to an existing com-
pany which will commercialise it through their existing chan-
nels.  Other teams will gain invaluable knowledge of the market-
place, which will be taken back into the research lab to either 
refine the ideas and technologies, or take the research down 
another path that they have discovered from their interactions 
with the marketplace.” 

Mercia Technologies flotation 

Mercia Technologies PLC has raised £70m before expenses  
from an institutional placing and was admitted to AIM on 18 
December with a market capitalisation of £106 million (which 
has since risen to £143m at the time of writing). 

Mercia's business is the creation, funding and development  
of technology businesses nationally with an emphasis in the 
Midlands and the North of the UK.  Mercia brings technology 
transfer, company formation, incubation, commercialisation 
and investment, to technology ventures. 

Mercia has a direct investment in 11 operating companies and 
access to a portfolio of 38 businesses through its third party 
funds, managed by its wholly owned subsidiary Mercia Fund 
Management. 

Mark Payton, chief executive of Mercia Technologies PLC, said 
“We are entering the next phase of our growth as a leading 
national player in the development of technology businesses in 
the UK, by taking advantage of the significant opportunity in 
the Midlands and the North to scale the provision of efficient 
and targeted capital and support. 

“We provide a platform to accelerate the development of high 
growth technology companies in selected sectors with the goal of 
exiting the investments over time, generating attractive returns 
and realising value. 

“As well as providing us with substantial funds to invest in our 
established portfolio of emerging stars, this listing will raise our 
profile and enable us to expand geographically whilst further 
strengthening our team to support our ambitious but realistic 
growth plans.” 

 

University of Oxford Isis Fund II 

On 1st December Isis Innovation, the University of Oxford’s 
research commercialisation arm, and Parkwalk Advisors  
announced the launch of the University of Oxford Isis Fund II, 
set up to allow private investors to make tax efficient invest-
ments in a range of new Oxford technology companies. 

This second fund follows on from the first University of Oxford 
Isis Fund which raised around £1.5 million, and has invest-
ments in new and existing spin-outs in addition to start-ups 
from the Isis Software Incubator.  Medical device spin-out Oxtex 
and Brainomix, a Software Incubator start-up, are two of the 
companies which have received funding. 

“These funds have a catalyst effect on the amount of spin-out 
and start-up activity here at Oxford,” said Isis Innovation Seed 
Fund Manager Andrea Alunni, “allowing us to support new 
ventures and ideas alongside our existing investor networks.  We 
work with so many skilled and motivated entrepreneurs, these 
funds allow us to help them at the beginning of their exciting 
journey setting up and running their own companies.” 



UMIP is the University’s agent for intellectual property  
commercialisation and, along with our Innovation Centre, 
UMIC, are operating divisions of The University of Manchester’s 
Innovation Company, UMI3 Ltd.  

UMIP’s role is to bring as much of the University’s ground-
breaking inventions and software, as is relevant, into the 
commercial world. This we do principally by attracting entrepre-
neurs, investors and corporate venture partners to our campus 
and Innovation Centre and then, through engagement with our 
academic colleagues, licensing or spinning out companies.  

This is tremendously important and enjoyable work.  All of  
the brilliant ideas which are generated by the University’s 
researchers have the potential to save lives, improve health, 
increase efficiencies in industry and the environment, and 
otherwise enhance society and make positive contributions  
to our economy.  

We’ve already seen a lot of this happening at Manchester over 
many years, as you might expect from a university in the world’s 
first modern city.  This is where the IT revolution was started, in 
1948, by building the world’s first stored programmed computer 
and where Rutherford carried out his experiments on atomic 
theory and with Hans Geiger, co-invented the Geiger counter, 
and more recently the isolation of graphene.  

Time has not stood still though.  University spin-outs have 
produced “firsts” in scale-up of technologies with commercial 
applications, from quantum dot manufacture (Nanoco  

Technologies) to the treatment of radioactive waste (Arvia 

Technology). The University’s biomedical strengths in areas 
such as diagnostics, imaging, novel drug design, therapeutics 
and dermatology are reflected in spin-outs such as C4XD  
(which recently floated on AIM), Spectromics, Phagenesis, 
Bioxydyn, Opticin and Curapel.   

Looking to the future and the enormous potential of graphene, 
recent spin-out 2-DTech was acquired by Versarien plc earlier 
this year – it is busy forging partnerships with the commercial 
world and have become a partner of the University’s newly 
established National Graphene Institute (NGI).  Both Nanoco 
and 2-DTech have offices and laboratories in our Innovation 
Centre which provides high quality state-of-the-art premises for 
biotech and hi-tech companies. 

These are indeed exciting times for Manchester with the recent 
announcement of the plans to build the Graphene Engineering 
Innovation Centre and the Autumn Statement announcement 
of the Sir Henry Royce Institute for Advanced Materials 
Research and Innovation which will have branches in Leeds, 
Liverpool, London, Cambridge, Oxford and Sheffield. Manches-
ter has also been named European City of Science for 2016. 

UMI3 10 Year Anniversary 

On December 10th, we celebrated 10 years of positive impact in 
technology transfer by hosting an event held in our Innovation 
Centre which was attended by over 80 delegates including 
members of the University’s Senior Management Team. 

The day began with a summary of our activities and impact over 
the past 10 years by Clive Rowland, UMI3 CEO, and Professor 
Luke Georghiou, VP for Research and Innovation. There 
followed presentations by our two investor partners: the UMIP 
Premier Fund’s Dr Mark Rahn and IP Group’s Dr Cassie 
Doherty who gave overviews  on investing in early-stage tech-
nologies, and in particular investing in our technology projects 
and spin-outs from Proof-of-Principle and seedcorn to later stage 
investments.   

l-r:    
Professor Simon 
Rowland,  
Dr Cassie Doherty, 
Dr Mark Rahn,  
Professor Luke  
Georghiou,  
Mr Clive Rowland 

 

Delegates were shown 
around an innovation 
gallery which highlighted 
a selection of University 
technologies which have 
been commercialised by 
us since 2004.   
The displays represented 
both biomedical and engineering innovations and included spin
-outs such as Phagenesis, Microsensor, Arago Technology 

and also social enterprises Ketso and HiSolar. 

At the event we launched our new publication: ‘Nowhere  
Innovates Like Manchester’.  You can download a copy here.  

 

For further information about UMIP and for the latest issue of 
our e-newsletter, please see: 
http://umip.com/news/newsletters/  

Follow us on twitter @umipnews 

The University of Manchester has over a 

25 year history of technology transfer  
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New spinouts 

Recent exits 

The following tables include a number of older events new to the Spinouts UK online  database.   

Pentabee Manchester micro & opto electronics 23-Apr-14 www.pentabee.co.uk 

Opticin Manchester life sciences 24-Apr-14  

Catapult Therapy TCR  ICL drug discovery & therapeutics 09-May-14  

3Dynamic Systems Swansea manufacturing & materials 23-May-14 www.bioprintingsystems.com 

SimOmics York software B2B (simulation) 17-Jun-14 www.simomics.com 

Manchester Imaging Manchester instrumentation & sensors 23-Jun-14  

Imitec Bristol instrumentation & sensors 18-Jul-14 www.imitec.co.uk 

Oxbotica Oxford engineering (mobile robotics) 30-Sep-14 www.oxbotica.com 

Cambridge Simulation  
  Solutions  

Cambridge chemicals 27-Oct-14  

company university sector incorporated web 

13-Oct-14 Serascience trade sale 05-Apr-11 Birmingham n/d Abingdon Health 

23-Oct-14 C4X IPO 25-Jul-07 Manchester £31m AIM:C4XD 

1-Dec-14 PCIP trade sale 29-Sep-06 Bristol n/d Aqualogy Environment 

22-Dec-14 Cascade Technologies trade sale 10-Jan-03 Strathclyde n/d Emerson,US 

1-Jan-15 Cambridge Semiconductor trade sale 03-Jul-00 Cambridge n/d Power Integrations Inc, US 

6-Jan-15 8over8 trade sale 03-Apr-00 Ulster £27m Aveva 

exit date company type incorp university value acquirer 

Crowdfund Campus launches at Warwick  

The company was set up by entrepreneur and Warwick  
graduate, Henry Jinman, and is designed to offer not just a  
platform through which projects can be offered for crowd-
funding, but also advice and support to guide each project to a 
successful conclusion.  The venture will enable students, staff 
and alumni at the University of Warwick to offer their projects 
for crowdfunding in return for rewards such as discounts or 
event tickets. 

Henry is already talking to other universities about adopting  
it on a subscription basis and implementing it to help boost 
student entrepreneurship, satisfaction and employability in their 
institutions. 

Crowdfund Campus, launched in October, is the first company 
to be launched at Warwick’s new Software Incubator, set up  
to support fledgling software companies by the University’s  
technology transfer company, Warwick Ventures Ltd. 

Crowdfund Campus (crowdfundcampus.com) is a platform for investing in the  

projects and businesses that come out of universities. 
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Recent investments 

30-Sep-14 Recycling Technologies Warwick n/d  EcoMachines Incubator 

1-Oct-14 Perpetuum Southampton n/d Parkwalk UK Tech Fund V, Opportunities Fund,  
Parkwalk Syndicate 

02-Oct-14 Destina Genomics Edinburgh £0.98 Vitro Group of Spain, Old College Capital, SIB,  
private investors 

6-Oct-14 Magnus Life Science UCL £15.50 private equity investor 

7-Oct-14 Intelligent Ultrasound Oxford £1.30 IP Group, angel investors 

08-Oct-14 Kesios Therapeutics ICL £1.85 Imperial Innovations 

10-Oct-14 Microsaic  Systems ICL £4.40 placing with existing institutional and other investors 

13-Oct-14 Abingdon Health ICL £2.10 existing investors 

29-Oct-14 Cambridge Epigenetix Cambridge £0.36 New Science Ventures, Syncona Partners,  
Cambridge Enterprise 

03-Nov-14 Asio UCL n/d Red Gate Ventures, UCLB, angels 

03-Nov-14 Nandi Proteins HWU £0.66 Parkwalk Technology Funds, Quilter Cheviot 

04-Nov-14 Onfido Oxford £0.50 Saïd Business School Entrepreneurship Centre’s Seed Fund 

06-Nov-14 Insignia Technologies Strathclyde £0.98 Strathclyde University, Scottish Investment Bank,  
24 Haymarket, Equity Gap, Highland VC, private investors 

10-Nov-14 Fuel3D Oxford £4.30 Chimera Partners, Parkwalk UK Tech Fund V, Parkwalk   
Opportunities EIS Fund 

13-Nov-14 Ultrahaptics Bristol £0.60 IP Group 

18-Nov-14 Eight19 Cambridge £1.00 IP Group, existing investors 

19-Nov-14 Endomag UCL £2.00 Regents Park Partners II, UCL Business, New Wave Ventures 

24-Nov-14 Sirakoss Aberdeen £4.04 Epidarex Capital, SIB, Worshipful Company of Armourers & 
Brasiers, existing shareholders, Biomedical Catalyst award 

25-Nov-14 Cell Medica ICL £50.00 Invesco Asset Management, Woodford Investment  
Management, Imperial Innovations 

26-Nov-14 Genomics Oxford £10.30 Invesco Perpetual, Lansdowne Partners, Woodford  
Investment Management, the Wylie Family Trust, IP Group, 
University of Oxford 

27-Nov-14 Salunda Oxford £1.00 Parkwalk (University of Oxford Isis Fund), existing investors 

08-Dec-14 Sensurity QUB £1.00 new and existing investors 

18-Dec-14 Global Surface Intelligence 
(GSi) 

Edinburgh £0.78 Par Equity, Scottish Investment Bank, Green Angel Syndicate  

18-Dec-14 TheySay Oxford £1.00 Parkwalk (University of Oxford Isis Fund), IP Group 

19-Dec-14 i2eye Diagnostics Edinburgh £0.52 Kelvin Capital, Old College Capital, Lancaster Capital,  
Scottish Investment Bank 

24-Dec-14 pureLiFi Edinburgh £1.50 London & Scottish Investment Partners, Scottish Investment 
Bank, Old College Capital 

12-Jan-15 Fluidic Analytics Cambridge £1.56 Cambridge Enterprise, DFJ Esprit, IQ Capital, Parkwalk  
Advisors, Amadeus Capital Partners 

16-Jan-15 Surrey NanoSystems Surrey n/d Parkwalk Opportunities EIS Fund, Parkwalk Syndicate 

date company university £ m investors 
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Scaling up 

However, this ‘road map’ passes through different stages, each  
of which places different demands on the company founders.  
Initially, the spinout founders will be immensely relieved to have 
completed the spinout process itself, with the knotty issues of IP 
ownership, and the relationship of the academic founders with 
the university.  The next stage is generally one of spending (on 
prototypes, clinical trials, and other proofs of technology) rather 
than selling.  As a very broad generalisation, academics in spin-
out companies are more comfortable with the ongoing research 
and development (which is in many ways similar to their aca-
demic work) than in market analysis, recruitment and team 
building, or the management of premises, financial records, and 
all the other administrative tasks which are essential to get a start-
up company on its feet. 

The next stage is growth.  For all young companies, whether spin-
outs or not, there are natural barriers to growth.  Winning Pitch 
identifies the most important of these as the emotional cost and 
the financial cost. 

The emotional cost to the individuals involved is usually mani-
fested in self imposed pressure, and in the uncertainty that de-
mands resilience and mental toughness to keep going when the 
inevitable road blocks are presented. 

A scale up company is defined as one that grows its employee or 
turnover at a rate of 20 per cent per annum over a three-year 
period, and the financial costs of doing this can rack up very 
quickly – the cost of recruiting new talent, and of raising finance, 
professional fees, new premises, IT infrastructure and administra-
tive costs can shoot through the roof.  Costs must be controlled 
and the execution of a growth plan needs to be effectively cho-
reographed – clear roles need to be defined, people need to be 
accountable for delivering on their tasks.  Very rarely can growth 
be achieved without impacting on profitability. 

This is why the majority of the 500,000 of last year’s new start-
ups will never go on to employ one person never mind 10, and 
also why over 99% of UK firms employ fewer than 50 people.  
Very often it’s the financial cost of growth that holds individuals 
back. 

What does this mean for academics spinning out a new company 
from a university? 

The main point to recognise is that no one entrepreneur can 
build a business alone – it takes a team, combining the different 
skills needed to grow the business.  The second point to recog-
nise is that as the team grows, different leadership challenges 
emerge as the culture of the business evolves.  At Winning Pitch 
we refer to the ‘growth staircase’, with different challenges as the 
number of staff increases.  When the company reaches 7-12 peo-
ple, the entrepreneur has become an ‘entrepreneurial social 
worker’.  At 25 or more people, the business culture becomes 
‘the team vs. the mob’.  With 50 or more staff, the business 
needs to evolve towards a corporate culture, where processes 
need to be standardised and continually improved, with less 
scope for individual innovation.  Individuals who can take a 
company through all these stages are rare indeed, and academic 
entrepreneurs do well to realise that at some stage in the com-
pany’s development, the business will be best served if the reins 
are handed over to others with practical experience of running a 
large and growing company. 

 

To find out more about the challenges of scaling up, and about 
the ‘growth staircase’, contact: 

John Leach 

0161 876 4922 

j.leach@winning-pitch.co.uk 

www.winning-pitch.co.uk 

Most spinout companies from universities have the 

ambition to be companies of scale.  If they are to win 

significant investment at an early stage, they will need to 

demonstrate that they have a ‘road map’ to enable them 

to establish a strong position in their chosen market. 
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Deontics 

Deontics (www.deontics.com), a spin-out from Isis Innovation, 
Oxford’s research commercialisation company, was set up to 
commercialise Clinical Quality and Clinical Decision Support 
Technologies (CDSS) developed at Cancer Research UK 
(CRUK), Oxford University and University College London 
(UCL). 

The Deontics software gathers, processes and presents scientific 
and clinical information, allowing a personalised treatment 
guide to be generated for each patient.  A Deontics system has 
already been used to manage the treatment of thousands of 
breast cancer patients at the Royal Free Hospital in London, 
UK, where it was shown to increase compliance with clinical 
guidelines. 

It is currently time-consuming and difficult for doctors to gather 
data tailored to each patient, and patient outcomes for similar 
conditions vary between hospitals and regions.  With the 
Deontics software, clinicians can instantly view at the point of 
care up-to-date basic science, clinical trial output, and national 
and international clinical guidelines evidence, tailored for 
individual patients.  The software’s clinical audit capability logs 
a record of decisions at every step in a patient’s treatment. 

Deontics has secured £700k of investment from a group of high 
net worth investors including former head of technology 
investments at Apax Partners, John McMonigall.  McMonigall 
has joined Deontics as chairman. 

John McMonigall said “‘In all my years of investing in software 
companies, the Deontics opportunity is one of the most exciting 
because it has the potential to improve patient experiences and 
outcomes throughout the world.” 

 

Recycling Technologies 

In September EcoMachines Incubator, a seed fund and 
accelerator for startups in the energy and resource efficiency 
space, announced an investment in Recycling Technologies, a 
company that produces machines that convert Mixed Plastic 
Waste [MPW], destined for landfill or incineration, into an oil 
that may be sold or used as a fuel.. 

Recycling Technologies (recyclingtechnologies.co.uk) was spun out 
from the University of Warwick in 2011.  In early 2013, the 
company opened its R&D and production facilities in Swindon 
to develop and manufacture the WarwickFBRTM, its patented 
modular recycling system.  The units are capable of processing 
up to 7,000 tonnes of waste per year. 

Adrian Griffiths, founder and managing director at Recycling 
Technologies said “We are delighted to be working with 
EcoMachines Incubator.  EcoMachines’ investment and support 
will help the company to accelerate, bringing this exciting 
technology to the market quickly. It’s nice to be a part of 
something that will have huge environmental benefits as well as 
providing exciting shareholder returns.” 

 

DestiNA Genomics 

DestiNA Genomics (www.destinagenomics.com) is a University of 
Edinburgh spinout formed in 2010 to commercialise a chemical 
based system for improved detection of nucleic acids and their 
mutations.  The company has raised €1.2 million from its 
Spanish technology partner Master Diagnóstica and others. 

The funding round was led by the Vitro Group of Spain, in 
conjunction with its subsidiary Master Diagnóstica, a Spanish 
biotechnology company which has developed new diagnostic 
procedures and novel detection platforms which enable 
implementation of in-vitro diagnostics for oncological and 
infectious diseases 

Co-investors included the Scottish Investment Bank, Old 
College Capital (the venture investment arm of the University 
of Edinburgh) and private investors in the UK, Spain, Belgium 
and Saudi Arabia. 

DestiNA plans to launch over time a range of new diagnostic 
tests for cancers and other diseases, and rapid detection of 
pathogenic bacteria and viruses.  The company is developing its 
patented SMART Nucleobase technology in collaboration with 
Master Diagnóstica, as well as with other commercial and 
academic research groups. 

 

Cambridge Epigenetix 

In October Cambridge Epigenetix (CEGX, www.cambridge-
epigenetix.com) announced the completion of a $5.5M Series A 
financing round led by New Science Ventures, joined by 
founding investors Syncona Partners and Cambridge Enter-
prise. 

CEGX is focused on developing innovative methods and 
technologies to revolutionise the fields of epigenetics and 
personalised medicine.  The company was founded in 2012 
with its proprietary ox-BS methodology.  In 2013, CEGX 
launched the TrueMethyl™ kit, allowing researchers to access 
ox-BS sequencing for the first time.  The TrueMethyl™ kit is 
now in use in labs around the world and has already formed the 

Recent investments 

The following reports cover a selection of all the deals listed in the tableon page 9, 

and include some start-up companies as well as spinouts . 
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technological backbone of several breakthrough epigenetic 
papers. 

Commenting on the financing, newly appointed CEO Dr Fedja 
Bobanovic, who joined CEGX from Danaher Corp, said 
“Cambridge Epigenetix plans to use the funding to continue to 
explore a range of commercial applications for our oxBS-
sequencing products in the life sciences industry.  We also 
remain dedicated to investing in R&D, as we foresee that an IP-
backed portfolio will continue to be of critical importance to the 
company’s future.” 

 

Chirp (Asio) 

Asio Ltd, creator of Chirp (chirp.io), a technology and mobile 
app which allows devices to share data using snippets of sound, 
closed in November a funding round led by Red Gate Ventures 
and complemented by a number of angel investors as well as 
founding investors UCL Business PLC.   

Red Gate Ventures is the corporate venturing arm of Cam-
bridge based software firm Red Gate.  Ventures focuses on 
solving data problems in early stage markets through invest-
ment, acquisition, and innovation.  Its primary markets are the 
internet of things, cloud computing, and big data. 

Chirp technology was originally developed at UCL’s Depart-
ment of Computer Science and spun out in 2011. 

The funding, together with a significant SMART award from 
Innovate UK, will be used by the company to target the 
technology at specific industry-defined use cases and to develop 
an API to allow open access to the patent-protected platform by 
licensed third party applications. 

 

Nandi Proteins 

Nandi Proteins (nandiproteins.com) was founded in 2001 as a 
spinout from Heriot Watt University. 

Using a system which harnesses a combination of heat, time and 
temperature control on proteins, Nandi develops functional 
added value proteins for use in key food and drink markets.  
Nandi’s technology provides a range of benefits including lower 
cost, reduced fat and sugar, and clean labelling with no e-
numbers. 

In November the company completed a funding round totalling 
£660k gross.  The round comprised capital from new sharehold-
ers of £575k and existing debt conversion totalling £85k.  New 
investors include Parkwalk Technology Funds and Quilter 
Cheviot Limited, a London-based investment management firm. 

Nandi currently has agreements with a number of major food 
players in the egg and dairy market, including one of the largest 
egg and egg ingredient producers, a large US food manufacturer, 
and a major European dairy ingredients company. 

According to Parkwalk, “Nandi Proteins has a low capital 
business model which has put off a number of funds investing 
as they feel they need to put more funds to work.  It is also a 

reason why the technology has taken so long to get to  
commercial traction. 

“We feel the company is at a ‘pivot point’.  The general move in 
the food industry to lower fat solutions and clean labelling 
driven by regulatory pressure and consumer desire is leading to 
increased interest in the Nandi technology.  This will be further 
enhanced as Nandi makes progress in its target markets.” 

 

Onfido 

Onfido (onfido.com), a start-up from the Isis Innovation Software 
Incubator, has raised £500k in seed funding from investors 
including the Saïd Business School Entrepreneurship Centre’s 
Seed Fund, to roll out its online real-time employee screening 
service which helps employers conduct vital background checks. 

Screening potential employees for identity, right to work and 
criminal record is now more important than ever.   
Onfido’s service costs less than a third of traditional background 
checks, making it accessible to all companies including smaller 
businesses. 

“We have ensured that cost and timeliness do not put screening 
beyond the reach of employers of high-risk low-skilled workers 
who would otherwise risk reputational damage and business 
disruption from bad hires,” said Onfido managing director 
Husayn Kassai. 

“The average Onfido full check costs £26, and ID verification is 
£10.  Our turnaround is around four and a half days for 
criminal record checks, instead of the industry average of 10-15 
days and we’re able to return 85% of employment verifications 
within five days.”  

 

Fuel 3D 

Fuel 3D (www.fuel-3d.com) has developed a handheld point-and-
shoot 3D scanning system that captures extremely high resolu-
tion mesh and colour information of objects.  Fuel3D is the 
world’s first 3D scanner to combine pre-calibrated stereo 
cameras with photometric imaging to capture and process files 
in seconds. 

In November the Parkwalk UK Tech Fund V and the Opportu-
nities EIS Fund made an investment into Fuel 3D as part of a 
$6.4 million capital fund raise together with existing investor 
Chimera Partners. 

Originally developed for the medical imaging sector by Professor 
Ron Daniel, Lecturer in Engineering Science at the University 
of Oxford, the technology has been adapted for the broader 3D 
market, with the goal of bringing the benefits of point-and-shoot 
3D imaging to consumers and professionals alike. 

The company raised over $300,000 through a Kickstarter 
campaign in 2013, and in February raised $2.6 million from 
private investors.  Fuel3D has expanded rapidly in response to 
global demand and now has distributors in 23 countries around 
the world as well as manufacturing operations in Asia. 
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In addition, the company has signed development agreements 
with three major companies to design products using its 
technology in specific vertical applications. 

 

Ultrahaptics 

Ultrahaptics (ultrahaptics.com) has developed a unique technol-
ogy that enables users to receive tactile feedback without 
needing to wear or touch anything.  The technology uses 
ultrasound to project sensations through the air and directly 
onto the user.  Users can ‘feel’ touch-less buttons get feedback 
for mid-air gestures or interact with virtual objects. 

In October the company closed a £600,000 seed round of 
investment.  The tranched financing was led by IP Group plc 
and one of its managed funds and will allow the Bristol-based 
company to expand its software team and accelerate product 
development and customer engagement. 

The company’s ultrasonic haptic technology will be licensed into 
a diverse array of markets including consumer electronics, home 
appliance and automotive. 

Over the past two months the company has appointed a new 

CEO Steve Cliffe, and a new chairman, Michael Tobin OBE. 
 

Endomag 

Endomagnetics (www.endomag.com), now rebranded as Endomag, 
has raised a further £2 million to support its US clinical trial 
and the launch of a new cancer marker product in 2015. 

The funds will also support market development beyond EMEA 
and Australasia, where the company is already established, and 
will accelerate product development beyond the initial breast 
cancer application. 

Endomag’s SentiMag® instrument and Sienna+® tracer 
material provide surgeons with a way of locating lymph nodes as 
part of cancer staging procedures, making them faster, more 
convenient and cost effective than the traditional radioisotope 
based techniques. 

The latest financing round was led by Regents Park Partners II, 
managed by Sussex Place Ventures (the London Business 
School’s fund management company), together with existing 
investors, UCL Business and New Wave Ventures.  It takes the 
total funds raised by Endomag to £7 million. 

With sales growing strongly across multiple regions through 
EMEA distributor Sysmex Europe, work is now underway to 
extend the technology to help clinicians address melanoma and 
colorectal cancer. 

Its success to date has been in the field of diagnostics, but the 
use of magnetics as a minimally invasive treatment has huge 
potential in therapeutics. Following its acquisition of the ACT 
portfolio earlier this year, Endomag is now developing its 
magnetics platform to cover both diagnostic and therapeutic 
applications for cancer care. 

 

SIRAKOSS 

SIRAKOSS (www.sirakoss.com), a spinout from the University of 
Aberdeen, is developing a range of synthetic bone graft products 
which have major advantages over currently available products 
and procedures. 

Synthetic bone grafts are used in trauma, spinal and dental 
surgery to fuse bones together to correct congenital or degenera-
tive conditions (such as curvature of the spine) or following a 
traumatic injury where the bone fails to heal. 

The SIRAKOSS MaxSiTM Graft range of products is entirely 
synthetic, containing no animal or human tissue, and can be 
manufactured in consistent, high quality batches.  Screening 
studies with the products demonstrate rapid, controlled bone 
formation at very early time points, indicative of early patient 
recovery. 

A syndicate of investors led by Epidarex Capital has completed a 
Series-A financing of £3.1 million in SIRAKOSS.  Other 
syndicate members include the Scottish Investment Bank, and 
the London-based Worshipful Company of Armourers & 
Brasiers, plus existing shareholders.  This equity investment also 
secures a further £940k Biomedical Catalyst award from 
Innovate UK. 

 

Cell Medica  

Cell Medica (www.cellmedica.co.uk) is a cellular immunotherapy 
company which develops, manufactures and markets patient-
specific products for the treatment of cancer and infectious 
diseases.  The company was co-founded by Imperial Innovations 
and the CEO Gregg Sando, who, after a career in investment 
banking based both in London and New York, completed his 
Immunology MSc degree at the medical school of Imperial 
College London. 

In November Imperial Innovations led a £50m series B funding 
round in Cell Medica alongside co-investors Invesco Asset 
Management and Woodford Investment Management. 

Cell Medica will use the investment capital to progress further 
the development of cellular immunotherapy products with the 
potential to transform the treatment of cancer and infectious 
diseases.  The company's lead oncology product, CMD-003, is 
under investigation in the CITADEL Phase II clinical trial for 
the treatment of patients with advanced lymphomas associated 
with the Epstein Barr virus.  Comprised of the patient's own 
immune cells, CMD-003 offers a targeted approach to cancer 
treatment with very limited side effects or toxicities.  

Innovations first invested in Cell Medica in 2007 in a seed 
funding round, and has led each of the company’s subsequent 
funding rounds, including a Series A investment in 2012, which 
brought in Invesco and CPRIT (Cancer Prevention Research 
Institute of Texas) as investors.  

Russ Cummings, CEO of Imperial Innovations, said "At the 
time of our recent fundraising, we announced that we had 
identified a select number of businesses within our maturing 
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portfolio which we are ready to scale with pace and ambition.  
Cell Medica is our first major investment post-fundraising and 
the first of a number of announcements over the coming 
months as we begin to put our capital to work." 

 

Genomics 

Genomics (www.genomicsltd.com), a spinout from the University 
of Oxford, has developed an analytical platform for genomic 
sequence data analysis and interpretation.  The company has 
already been awarded two grants funded by the Department of 
Health and managed by Genomics England to develop its 
technology, and is also working with pharmaceutical companies 
to bring the benefits of genomic analysis to the drug develop-
ment process. 

In November the company completed a £10.3 million fund-
raising from new investors, including funds managed by Invesco 
Perpetual, Lansdowne Partners, Woodford Investment Manage-
ment and the Wylie Family Trust, as well as existing sharehold-
ers including IP Group, one of its managed funds, and the 
University of Oxford. 

Genomics is chaired by David Norwood, a serial entrepreneur 
who was one of the original founders of Oxford Nanopore 
Technologies, another spinout company from the University of 
Oxford.  

 

pureLiFi 

pureLiFi (purelifi.com), the light communications technology 
company spun out from the University of Edinburgh, has raised 
£1.5 million in its latest round of angel investment.   

This deal values the business at over £14 million.  A VC 
funding round is in process and the company expects to make a 
related announcement on additional funding during the second 
half of 2015.  

Li-Fi - a term coined by pureLiFi’s Chief Science Officer (CSO), 
Professor Haas – is a technology based on visible light communi-
cation (VLC) that provides full networking capabilities similar to 
wi-fi but with significantly greater spatial reuse of bandwidth.   

Investors participating in the latest round were led by London 
& Scottish Investment Partners (LSIP), a Scottish-based angel 
group supported by investors from London and Scotland, with 
additional funding from the Scottish Investment Bank (SIB) and 
Old College Capital, the venture investment arm of the 
University of Edinburgh, in a process managed by Edinburgh-
based corporate finance firm, Quest Corporate.  The company’s 
first product, Li-Flame, is shipping and delivering full wireless 
networking.  The new investment will be used to support the 
development and roll-out of the product roadmap and growing 
the marketing and sales function. 

 

 

 

Fluidic Analytics 

Fluidic Analytics (www.fluidicanalytics.com), formed in 2013 as a 
spinout from the Department of Chemistry at the University of 
Cambridge, designs, develops and manufactures tools for the 
fast, convenient and accurate characterisation of proteins in 
laboratory, medical and consumer applications.  

In contrast with DNA, whose sequence provides information on 
the likelihood of developing a disease at some point in life, 
proteins provide real-time information on the actual, current 
disease state of the body.  Real time information on disease 
states is widely seen as the key to timely, effective medical 
treatment. 

Earlier this month the company announced that it had raised 
£1.56 million in a Series A financing led by Cambridge 
Enterprise and including DFJ Esprit, IQ Capital, Parkwalk 
Advisors, and Amadeus Capital Partners. 

“Fluidic Analytics is an exciting example of the new generation 
of companies that can transform healthcare from being a data-
poor industry to a data-rich industry,” said Vishal Gulati, DFJ 
Esprit.  “Their novel and proprietary technology has the 
potential to make high-throughput protein analytics a reality.  
The availability of rapid, inexpensive and real time protein 
identification and analytics could make a dramatic difference in 
the way we maintain health and treat disease.” 

 

Surrey NanoSystems 

Parkwalk Opportunities EIS Fund and a Parkwalk Syndicate 
have invested in Surrey NanoSystems as part of a follow-on 
financing round. 

Surrey NanoSystems (www.surreynanosystems.com), a spinout from 
the University of Surrey in 2006, has raised around £8m in 
equity funding to date as well as substantial non-dilutive grant 
funding.  Parkwalk made its first investment in 2012. 

Surrey NanoSystems produces nanostructured materials such as 
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene using its proprietary 
low-temperature synthesis technology.   

Using this technology, the company developed Vantablack®, 
launched at the Farnborough International Air Show in the 
summer of 2014.  Vantablack® is revolutionary in its ability to 
be applied to light-weight, temperature-sensitive structures such 
as aluminium whilst absorbing 99.96% of incident radiation, 
believed to be the highest-ever recorded. 

“Vantablack is a major breakthrough by UK industry in the 
application of nanotechnology to optical instrumentation.  For 
example, it reduces stray-light, improving the ability of sensitive 
telescopes to see the faintest stars, and allows the use of smaller, 
lighter sources in space-borne black body calibration systems.  Its 
ultra-low reflectance improves the sensitivity of terrestrial, space 
and air-borne instrumentation,” said Ben Jensen, Chief 
Technology Officer, Surrey NanoSystems. 

The company has been inundated with demand for the material 
from a range of potential users across the aerospace and defence 
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Whilst universities can provide information and offer support 
initially, as a company matures it will have to look further afield 
for assistance. 

The funding environment for spinouts and other SMEs has 
become much harsher since the financial crisis.  For example, 
the Regional Development Agencies have been abolished (at 
least in England and Wales) and the range of support now 
devolved to local councils and local enterprise partnerships has 
been reduced. 

But it is not all bad news.  In recent years, tax incentive schemes 
have been developed to provide additional support for R&D 
active companies based in the UK.  Two flagship schemes are 
“Patent Box” and “R&D tax credits”, and there have been 
recent changes in relation to both of these schemes. 

Under the Patent Box scheme, qualifying profits generated from 
patented products or processes are subject to a reduced rate of 
corporation tax.  Once the scheme has been fully phased in, the 
corporation tax on all such profits will be reduced from the 
normal 20/21% rate to 10%. 

The scheme was introduced in April 2013 and so evidence of its 
effect on stimulating R&D is still limited.  However, Patent Box 
may provide a patent-active spinout with a valuable tax break, 
once the company starts to sell patented products or services.  
Indeed, this may help to justify the investment in seeking patent 
protection in the first place. 

Although only recently introduced, Patent Box has already been 
challenged on the European stage (by Germany), on the grounds 
that it will encourage artificial “funnelling” of profits through 
the UK by companies based elsewhere.  This has led some to 
speculate that the scheme could be abolished or made substan-
tially less attractive.  Happily, a compromise appears to have 
been reached, whereby future eligibility will be based on where 
the R&D which generated the patented product/process was 
conducted. 

 

At the time of writing, no formal announcements have been 
made.  However, if the compromise is put into effect, for 
spinouts based in the UK, Patent Box may continue to work 
largely as it does currently. 

R&D tax credits were introduced back in 2000.  For SMEs, 
qualifying R&D expenditure may be eligible for corporation tax 
relief of 10%, or an equivalent tax credit.  Where a company is 
not profitable, the relief can be carried forward, or taken as a 
credit up to the maximum amount of PAYE and national 
insurance liabilities 

Critically, to be eligible for R&D tax credits, an SME must own 
any IP which might ultimately arise from the R&D in question. 

In the 2014 Autumn statement, the chancellor announced some 
changes to R&D tax credits, effective from April 2015.  The 
relief/credit under the SME scheme has been increased from 
the amount of the qualifying R&D expenditure plus a further 
125% of it, to the amount plus 130%.  This means that for 
every £100 spent on qualifying R&D, an SME will be eligible 
for tax relief or credit on up to £230 (up from £225). 

On the flip side, the scheme has slightly tightened up on what 
qualifies as “R&D expenditure”, principally by excluding spend 
on materials used to make products which are ultimately sold.  
These restrictions appear intended to make the R&D tax credit 
scheme focus more on actual R&D, rather than manufacture, 
and so may in practice have limited effect on early stage spin-
outs. 

 

Dr Jeremy Bretherton 

European Patent Attorney  

Marks & Clerk LLP 

Atholl Exchange, 6 Canning Street, 

Edinburgh, EH3 8EG 

T: +131 221 7009 

jbretherton@marks-clerk.com 

www.marks-clerk.com 

Tax breaks  

for British R&D 

For a spinout company, money will almost certainly be very tight for several years 

after formation, while R&D is funded and products and services are developed  

and launched.  

sectors, and also from watch/jewellery makers and artists such as 
Anish Kapor. 

The money raised in this funding round will enable the 
company to a invest in production and operational capability to 

accelerate commercial supply of Vantablack.  The near-term 
opportunity extends to aesthetic applications, stray-light 
suppression in instrumentation, space-borne instruments, large-
scale scientific experiments and infra-red (IR) detectors.  
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Helping translate ideas and research 
into more spinout and start-up compa-
nies, and encouraging Scottish compa-
nies to make use of technology and 
research being developed.   
www.scottish-enterprise.com 

Project partners 

We are very grateful to the following organisations for their support 

BBSRC invests in world-class 
bioscience research and training 
on behalf of the UK public.  
Our aim is to further scientific 

knowledge and to support the successful translation of ideas, 
knowledge, skills and technology arising from research into 
practical applications for the benefit of the UK economy  
and society.  www.bbsrc.ac.uk 

The University of Edinburgh's 
research and commercialisation 
office, Edinburgh Research and 
Innovation, has an international 
reputation for excellence in the 
creation of new companies  

and delivering extensive entrepreneurship programmes for 
University staff and students.  www.research-innovation.ed.ac.uk 

IP Group works with leading 
universities to develop and 
commercialise some of the 

world's most exciting technology innovations. Offering more 
than traditional venture capital, IP Group provides its compa-
nies with business building expertise, networks, recruitment 
and business support. The Group’s portfolio includes early 
stage to mature businesses across the biotech, healthcare, 
technology and cleantech sectors.  www.ipgroupplc.com 

Isis Innovation is the  
technology transfer company 
of the University of Oxford; it 
promotes commercialisation 

of IP through licensing, consultancy, and formation of spinout 
companies. Isis was ranked 1st in the UK for spinouts over 
three and ten year periods in the 2013 Annual Report for  
the PraxisUnico Spinouts UK survey.  www.isis-innovation.com 

Marks & Clerk is the UK’s 
largest firm of patent and 
trade mark attorneys and 

advises companies on their intellectual property across a full 
range of sectors worldwide.   www.marks-clerk.com 

Winning Pitch plc specialises in deliver-
ing practical coaching solutions to high 
growth potential companies.   
www.winning-pitch.co.uk 

The UK's foremost  
independent expert  
on how innovation  

can solve some of the country's major economic and social 
challenges.  www.nesta.org.uk 

 

 

MFL Science & Technology is a specialist insurance broker risk 
management adviser to many of the UK’s leading ‘spin out’ 
businesses.   www.m-f-l.co.uk  

The University of Notting-
ham has a long history of 
innovation, going back to 
the invention of MRI in 
the 1980s, and has a 

vibrant portfolio of 22 spin-out companies, driving the develop-
ment of University research forward into commercial products 
and services.  www.nottingham.ac.uk/servicesforbusiness 

UMIP, a division of The 
University of Manchester 
Iᶟ Ltd, is the University’s agent 
for IP commercialisation.  
UMIP brings the University’s 

ground-breaking inventions and software into the commercial 
world by attracting entrepreneurs, investors and corporate 
venture partners to our campus and engaging with academic 
colleagues to license or spin out companies. 

umi3.com 


